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IF YOU NEED IT, WE CAN DO IT!
THE WORD “NO” IS NOT IN OUR VOCABULARY!

Rail Mount Kit for Owner provided 
Scrub Holder

Holder for 
Crutches

Rail Mount Kit 
for Thermo 

Scan

Rail Mount Kits for First Aid Kits

Rail Mount Kit 
for Flashlight

Rail Mount Kit 
for Power Bar

Rail Mount Kit 
for Mirror

We have hundreds of product mounting 
solutions available.

If you don’t find what you need in this catalog, 
please call us, we likely already have it available.

If we haven’t already designed a solution, 
we will make one for you.

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1, Oakland, FL  34787

(407) 614-8781 office, (407) 614-8782 fax

info@PaladinHC.com,  www.PaladinHC.com
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Accessories now available 
for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails
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How to read our part numbers   (*very important*)
Part numbers ending in “-P” = Mounting Plate (Rail Mounting Solution without Accessory) 
This means the item to be mounted is NOT included in the purchase.  It’s just the mounting 
plate and adapter kit necessary to mount the item to the rail. Some additional installation 
maybe required to a 3rd party device.

Part numbers ending in “-PM” = Product Mounted (to Mounting Plate)
This means the product itself is Paladin factory mounted to the plate and adapter kit 
necessary to mount the item to the rail.  The item and adapter kit are both included in the 
price. Maybe used for its intended purpose out of the box.

Part numbers including “HV” = Horizontal or Vertical (mounting options)
This means the mounting plate has integral options for mounting the item either 
horizontally, or vertically, on the rail.  

Part numbers ending in “-K” = Kit (2 or more Rail Mounting Solution in a Kit) 
This means it is a top-level part number incorporating several mounting plates with or 
without accessories attached (see item description for more details) to fulfill specific 
requirements.

How our Evolution rail system works
For an image-based explanation, see page 6: “Required Parts and Pieces”

We use a 3-Part system to turn your wall mounted items into a componentized method of 
mounting and managing your equipment in a way that is flexible, adaptable, and 
expandable now and throughout the lifecycle of the facility.

1. Rail (Evolution Equipment Rail)
2. Plate + Adapter = Mounting Kit 
3. traditionally wall mounted Item

The mounting kit marries the traditionally wall-mounted item to the rail.  Items can be 
locked in place on the rail by tightening the Allen screws on the bottom of the adapter.

When a change of devices or process is necessary, simply snap the item off of the rail, snap 
it onto the rail in its new location, test your new workflow process, and lock the items to the 
rail when the layout is efficient.  Change is a Snap!

We have hundreds of product mounting solutions available
If you don’t find what you need in this catalog, please call us! We might have 
a solution already! If we haven’t, we are more than happy to design one for 
you!
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Evolution

Fairfield-Style
Medical Equipment Management Rail
and Accessories System

JSN # A1132
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EVOLUTION: Required Parts and Pieces 
Paladin Healthcare’s Fairfield-style Equipment Rail System 

End Cap Rail Screw holes drilled at 16” on center

Adapter behind 
mounting plate

Adapter and Mounting plate 
are attached together as a 
single “mounting kit” by 
Paladin Healthcare.  Simply 
attach the pre-fabricated kit to 
the rail and hang the device 
onto the screws.

mounting plate

Screws that 
match size and 
location of hole 
pattern found on 
the back of the 
device

Mounting PlateAdapters – every “mounting kit” includes an adapter Device

**The Mounting Kit is determined by the device to be hung on the rail. User provides device specification.**

Paladin’s Fairfield-style Equipment Rail with inlay

A1132
In this example kit: 
M4200-K

In this 
example 
device: 
M4200

User provides make and model of the 
item to be mounted. Paladin Healthcare 
determines which adapters and plates 
are used on a per product basis. 

Devices may or may not be included.  
Refer to catalog description for 

device inclusion information. 
Consult your sales rep for details.



940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.com

Most Flexible Product
Available in the Industry

Paladin Healthcare unique and “salient” features are 
as follows: 

1. Anti-Microbial finish on the plates, adapters and 
wall stand-offs.
2. Wall stand-off to reduce leaning and the “bounce” 
effect when using a device.
3. Multiple holes to attach future products from 
different vendors without the need to purchase new 
plates each time.
4. The ability to adjust the rail mounting adapter to 
different heights relative to the fixed rail, allowing 
adaptability to user demand, new codes or new 
vendor products without going to the wall and 
adjusting the rail itself.

Pictures below show:
1 item – same adapter - 4 different heights

1st position

2nd position

3rd position

4th position

1st position

2nd position

3rd position

4th position
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 EVOLUTION Equipment Management Rail:  a seamless, extruded aluminum profile with clear anodized 
finish containing a groove for attaching an adapter that supports the Owner supplied specified hospital 
accessories and equipment and includes termination caps at each end. The groove and adapters are 
designed so that the adaptor requires a seven degree tilt for attachment. The rail is designed to 
accommodate a seamless Wilsonart laminate decorative color inlay the length of the rail up to ten feet 
in length.

 EVOLUTION Equipment Management Rail shall be specified in one to ten foot lengths as shown on 
drawings or indicated on purchase order to accommodate room conditions. Rail will be cut to exact 
lengths as indicated.  For lengths greater than ten feet, a JOINER piece is used to attach together 
multiple pieces of rail to meet the required total length.  **The length of the rail is nominal for the rail 
only and does not include the end caps.  Use of two end caps increases the total length of the rail by ½”.

 EVOLUTION Equipment Management Rail is pre-drilled on sixteen-inch centers (minimum) with the 
exception of a one-foot rail length which has two mounting holes drilled at eight inches on center. The 
Rail may also be field drilled by the installer to accommodate specific job site conditions.

 End caps shall be constructed of injected molded thermoplastic and shall resist most hospital cleaning 
and disinfecting chemicals. The color shall be white and molded throughout the material.  End caps shall 
be friction-fit without use of fastening devices.

 Decorative inlay shall be supplied by Paladin for installation by the owner or contractor. Inlay is Wilsonart 
laminate in the standard finish which will resist most hospital cleaning and disinfecting chemicals. Color 
shall specified by the Owner.  Specialty coating finishes can be made available for additional cost and 
lead time.  Alternate laminate manufacturers may be specified for additional cost and lead time. Contact 
manufacturer for details.

 Option to powder coat rail with anti-microbial finish (AMF) in select colors.  Contact manufacturer for 
details.

PART NUMBER: R-2XX

** Image shown is a seamless fit in a modular casework 
application and does not include end caps. ** 

EVOLUTION Fairfield-Style Equipment Management RailSPECIFICATION: 
By Paladin Healthcare™ LLC

FOR THE OFFICIAL CSI MASTER FORMAT SPECIFICATION, PLEASE REQUEST IT FROM THE MANUFACTURER.

JSN # A1132
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EVOLUTION: 
RAIL INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

** Installer MUST use 1/4” mounting hardware appropriate to wall construction type or to 
the installation method required.
Contact manufacturer with any  installation questions at (407) 614-8781
** Refer to the relevant elevation drawings and other specification documentation for 
quantity and location details for each project.

1. When rails are mounted in accordance to manufacturer’s installation instructions, rail shall accommodate 
function loading up to 62-foot pounds of torque per foot between 16” centers. 

2. The recommended Evolution Equipment Rail loading should not exceed 20 pounds of weight per linear foot.
3. The Evolution Equipment Rail loading capability is as well a function of dry wall load bearing capacity, drywall 

mounting/installation, and quality of installation hardware.

Step 1
Mark height
Level rail

Step 2
Drill holes
Use drill bit size ½”

Step 4
Insert ¼” toggle type wall 
anchors in locations as 
marked

Step 3
Prepare ¼” toggle type 
wall anchors

Step 7
Bend until plastic cracks, 
flush to the wall

Step 8
Re-align the rail.
Insert and tighten 
¼” screws

Step 5
Align and tighten 
to the wall (see step 6)

Step 6
Image for reference 

Step 9
Insert provided inlay strip 
and secure end caps 
on both sides

Step 10
Finished product

CROSS SECTION 
OF THE FINISHED PRODUCT
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The Paladin Healthcare line consists of (1) products manufactured by and labeled as Paladin Healthcare, and 
(2) items NOT originally manufactured by and/or private labeled by Paladin Healthcare.

(1) Paladin Healthcare Manufactured and Labeled Products
Products (non headwall/gas/electric) manufactured and labeled items consist of Equipment Rail, Adapters, Medical
Gas Blocks and associated accessories that are factory-attached to an adapter.

These products are warranted to be free from defects in materials and workmanship for life, from the invoiced date of
purchase from Paladin Healthcare or its authorized dealers or distributors, provided such products were
installed and/or used in accordance with Paladin Healthcare’s published installation or operating documentation.

Products (Headwall/Architectural) that are pre-manufactured assemblies for delivery of medical gas and electrical
services are warranted to be free from defects in materials and workmanship for 5 years from the invoiced date of
purchase from Paladin Healthcare or its authorized dealers or distributors, provided such products were
installed and/or used in accordance with Paladin Healthcare’s published installation or operating documentation.

If a defect is found and reported to Paladin Healthcare, the company will, at its option, repair or replace the
product(s) at no cost to the customer.

(2) Not Originally Manufactured or Privately Labeled Products
Not originally manufactured or private labeled products consist of items such as medical gas outlets installed or not
installed in gas blocks, ophthalmoscopes, oxygen/air flow-meters, vacuum regulators, medical gas hoses, etc.

These products will bear the Warranty as described by the original equipment manufacturer.

Products that have been modified or altered in any manner by anyone other than Paladin Healthcare, or used in
applications not intended for their use, are excluded from coverage under this Warranty. Any device not manufactured or
otherwise provided by Paladin Healthcare or used without the express written consent of Paladin Healthcare
to connect, attach or in any manner whatever join another manufacturer’s product to any Paladin Healthcare
equipment rail shall cause the Warranty to be null and void.

To make a claim under this Warranty, claimant must be the original purchaser of the product and must have an invoice or
similar evidence satisfactory to Paladin Healthcare that establishes the date of purchase prior to making the claim. All claims are to be made 
directly to the Paladin Healthcare corporate office.

No product return will be accepted unless accompanied by a return authorization, which can be obtained by contacting the
Paladin Healthcare corporate office.

The remedies contained in this Warranty are expressly agreed to be exclusive as a condition of sale.

THE TERMS OF THE PALADIN HEALTHCARE WARRANTY ARE COMPLETE AS PRESENTED HERE. THESE WARRANTIES SHALL NOT APPLY TO 
THE COMPANY’S PRODUCTS OR ANY PART THEREOF THAT HAVE BEEN SUBJECT TO ACCIDENT, NEGLIGENCE, ALTERATION, ABUSE, OR 
MISUSE. THESE WARRANTIES SHALL APPLY ONLY WITHIN THE BOUNDARIES OF THE CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES, U.S. TERRITORIES, 
AND CANADA. PALADIN HEALTHCARE WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, NOR FOR CUSTOMER’S 
LOST PROFIT OR FOR ANY CLAIM OR DEMAND AGAINST CUSTOMER BY ANY OTHER PARTY, AND CUSTOMER AGREES TO INDEMNIFY AND 
HOLD PALADIN HEALTHCARE HARMLESS FROM ANY COSTS, LOSS, OR EXPENSE SUFFERED OR INCURRED, INCLUDING ATTORNEY’S FEES, 
IF ANY SUCH CLAIMS ARE MADE. THIS LIMITATION ON PALADIN MEDICAL PRODUCTS’ LIABILITY WILL APPLY REGARDLESS OF THE FORM 
OF ACTION, WHETHER IN CONTRACT OR IN TORT. THERE ARE NO OTHER WARRANTIES EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH OR 
REFERENCED ABOVE, WETHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. 

PHC Form #02182016.Rev.12 – February 18, 2015

Warranty Statement
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Diagnostic Equipment Management

Rail Mounting Solutions
For Any Make and Model 
Instruments are also available upon request



Suggested for use in conjunction 
with SM-101 BP cuff basket

Mounting Plate
for owner provided Welch Allyn 
aneroid BP sphygmomanometer 
Tycos 509 (Welch Allyn product is 
not included)

Item Number: DEM106-P

Requires user defined JSN number

Dimensions: 
1.5”H x 5.5”W x 1”D
Weight: 1lb

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp



Mounting Plate
for owner provided Baum 
Aneroid BP sphygmomanometer 
(Baum product is not included)

Item Number: DEM116-P

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
3.5”H x 3.5”W x 1”D
Weight: 1lb

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.

Suggested for use in conjunction with 
SM-101 BP cuff basket



Mounting Plate 
with BP cuff basket factory 
attached

Item Number: SM101-PM
JSN Number: M4100-RM

Dimensions: 
7”H x 6.75”W x 4”D
Weight: 2lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate 
with Welch Allyn 71420 tray
for owner provided 71140 desk 
charger (charger and 
instruments are not included)

Item Number: DEM103-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
1.5”H x 7.5”W x 4.75”D
Weight: 3lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Combination Mounting Kit:
Mounting Plates for both owner 
provide Welch Allyn 
ophthalmoscope (models 767/777) 
and owner provided specula 
holders (Welch Allyn products are 
not included)

Item Number: DEM198-K
JSN Number: M4200-RM

Dimensions:
Specula Mounting Plate: 
2.5”H x 6”W x 1”D - Weight: 1lb
Ophthalmoscope Mounting Plate: 
6”H x 2.5”W x 1”D - Weight: 1lb

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate
for owner provided Welch Allyn 
ophthalmoscope (models 
767/777)
(Welch Allyn products are not 
included)

Item Number: DEM108-P

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
6”W x 2.5”H x 1”D
Weight: 1lb

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate
for owner provided Welch Allyn 
specula holders (Welch Allyn 
product is not included)

Item Number: DEM109-P

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
2.75”W x 4”H x 1”D
Weight: 1lb

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate
for owner provided Welch Allyn 
“Sure Temp” thermometer 
model 692 (Welch Allyn 
product is not included)

Item Number: DEM110-P

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
4.25”H x 7.5”W x 1”D
Weight: 1lb

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Combination Mounting Kit:
Mounting Plates for both owner 
provided Welch Allyn ProBP 3400 
model wall mount #34XFWT-B 
and BP cuff basket factory 
attached (Welch Allyn products 
are not included)

Item Number: DEM196-K
JSN Number: M4200-RM

Dimensions M4100: 
1.5”H x 5.5”W - Weight: 1lb
Dimensions M4200: 
7”H x 6.75”W x 4”D - Weight: 1lb

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate
for owner provided Welch Allyn 
“Connex Integrated Wall 
System” comprehensive 
diagnostic center (Welch Allyn 
products are not included) 

Item Number: DEM105-P

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
7”H x 11”W x 1”D 
Weight: 2lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Combination Mounting Kit 
with 4ft. rail, adapters and BP 
cuff basket for owner 
provided equipment 
components of the Welch 
Allyn 777 Diagnostic 
instruments 

Welch Allyn products are not 
included.

Item Number: DEM100-4-K

Requires user defined 
JSN number

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate
for owner provided Welch Allyn S-
shaped spot monitors with 
horizontal monitor mount (Welch 
Allyn products are not included)

Welch Allyn Spot Vital Signs Device with 
Nellcor SpO2, SureTemp Thermometry, Non-
invasive Blood Pressure, Pulse Rate, MAP; 
120 V, 60 Hz AC, Lithium Ion (#105631) 
Battery; IEC Plug Type-B. Various part 
numbers available for this monitor type. Part 
Number: 42NTB-E1 - GTIN: 00732094005714

Item Number: DEM164-P
JSN Number: M4116-RM

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.

** Welch Allyn 
equipment SOLD SEPARATELY Dimensions: 

12”H x 3”W x 1”D 
Weight: 1lb



Mounting Plate 
with monitor arm and GCX 
channel factory mounted for 
owner provided Welch Allyn 
300 series vital signs 
monitor (Welch Allyn 
products are not included)

Item Number: DEM167-PM
JSN Number: M4116

Dimensions: 
6”H x 4”W x 8”D
Weight: 5lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate
for owner provided wall mount 
for Welch Allyn thermometer 
Thermoscan Pro 6000, or for 
Genius 3 Tympanic thermometer 
#CESS-A-GEN030 
(Welch Allyn products are not 
included)

Item Number: DEM170-P

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
6”H x 1.5”W x 1”D
Weight: 5lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Combination Mounting Kit: 
for owner provided 
Welch Allyn “Connex” 
spot monitor

Kit includes: monitor 
mount, power supply 
mount, cord bundler and BP 
cuff basket. Adapter is a 
standard VESA mount 
DEM-121

Item Number: DEM104-K
JSN Number: M4116-RM

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.

** Welch Allyn equipment SOLD SEPARATELY
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Architectural Solutions for Clinical Environments

Infection Control Devices
Rail Mounting Solutions
Soap / Sanitizer / Wipes
Paper Towels
Gloves / PPE
Sharps Containers
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Evidence Based Design Validation

PROBLEM: Per the CDC, many studies 
have shown that the bacteria that cause 
hospital-acquired infections are most 
frequently spread from one patient to 
another on the hands of healthcare 
workers.
In 34 studies of hand washing, workers 
washed their hands only 40% of the 
time.

SOLUTION: Create a standard 
directional flow with easy access to 
sink and hand washing accessories at 
the room entry.  “…placing the hand 
washing accessories on an equipment 
rail allows adjustment in the system 
without creating damage to the wall 
and potential home for pathogens.”

Published by The 
Center for Health 
Design 2011
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Soap / Sanitizer / Wipes

Rail Mounting Solutions
For Every Brand and Model Number



Universal Mounting Plate
for most owner provided wide 
body soap / sanitizer 
dispensers (dispenser and 
sanitizer are not included)

Item Number: IC110-P
JSN Number: A5075-RM

A5077-RM

Dimensions: 
7.5”H x 4.5”W x 1”D
Weight: 1lb

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Universal Mounting Plate
for most owner provided 
narrow body soap / sanitizer 
dispensers (dispenser and 
sanitizer are not included)

Item Number: IC111-P
JSN Number: A5075-RM

A5077-RM

Dimensions: 
7”H x 3”W x 1”D
Weight: 1lb

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate
for owner provided Steris 
Kindest Care Foam Hand 
Sanitizer (dispenser and 
sanitizer are not included)

Item Number: IC136-P
JSN Number: A5075-RM

A5077-RM

Dimensions:
2.75”W x 4”H x 1”D
Weight: 1lb

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are ABS plastic. 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Adapter
for owner provided
Purell 450mL (15.2oz) 
manual dispenser
(dispenser and sanitizer 
are not included)

Item Number: IC145-P
JSN Number: A5075-RM

A5077-RM

Dimensions:
1.5”W x 2.5”H x 1”D
Weight: 1lb

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Universal Mounting Plate
for owner provided aerosol foam 
dispensers with drip pan extension 9 
oz. or 17 oz. (Steris/ Ecolab)
(foam, dispenser and drip pan 
extension are not included)

Item Number: IC117-P
JSN Number: A5075-RM

A5077-RM

Dimensions: 
2.5”W x 7”H x 1”D
Weight: 1lb

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate with universal 
width adjustable holder
for most brands of sanitizing 
wipes (wipes are not included)

Item Number: IC112-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
6”H x 5”W x 5”D
Weight: 2lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate
for owner provided Metrex 
Caviwipes and PDI Sani Cloth 
Holder (holder and dispenser 
are not included)

Item Number: IC106-P

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions:
5”W x 4.5”H x 1”D
Weight: 1lb

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate with holder
for owner provided round 
bottle type dispensers / hand 
pumps 2.5” and 3.25” diameter

e.g. 3M Avagard Nail Cleaner 
#9204, Aero Wash Eye Rinse 
#AW160ZEPUS, Cederroth
#725200A, Pure Nest Dispenser

Item Number: IC141-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions:
6.4”H x 3.3”W x 2.9” / 3.25”D 
Weight: 2lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.
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Paper Towel Dispensers

Rail Mounting Solutions
For Every Brand and Model Number



Universal Mounting Plates 
with wall stand offs
for owner provided half size tri-
fold paper towel dispensers 
(i.e. Kimberly Clark, Georgia 
Pacific)

(Dispenser A5080 is not included)

Item Number: IC401-P
JSN Number: A5080-RM

Dimensions: 2.5”H x 1”D x 1.5”W
Weight: 1lb

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Universal Mounting Plates 
with wall stand-offs
for most owner provided paper 
towel holders, Sharps 
containers etc. with slotted 
mounts on back (dispenser is 
not included)

Item Number: IC416-P
JSN Number: A5108

Dimensions: 
1.5”W x 8”H x 1”D
Weight: 1lb

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate
for owner provided GA Pacific 
EnMotion paper towel 
dispenser (model 59462)
(dispenser is not included)

Specific model number must be 
verified prior to order 
placement.

Item Number: IC405-P
JSN Number: A5082-RM

Dimensions:
10”W x 1”D x 9.125”H
Weight: 2lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate
for owner provided GA Pacific 
SofPull paper towel dispenser 
(models 52109, 53009, 58201, 
58217 and 58008)
(dispenser not included)

Specific model number must be 
verified prior to order 
placement.

Item Number: IC408-P
JSN Number: A5080-RM

Dimensions:
4.5”W x 1”D x 6.5”H
Weight: 2lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate
for owner provided GA Pacific 
SofPull paper towel dispensers 
(models 58487 and 58470) 
(dispenser not included)

Item Number: IC411-P
JSN Number: A5080-RM

Dimensions:
7.25”W x 1”D x 6.5”H
Weight 1lb

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate
for owner provided Kimberly 
Clark Professional (model 
09335) (Dispenser not included)

Specific model number must be 
verified prior to order 
placement.

Item Number: IC413-P
JSN Number: A5080-RM

Dimensions:
7.5”W x 1”D x 7”H
Weight: 2lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.
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Gloves Box Dispensers

Rail Mounting Solutions
For Every Brand and Model Number
Every Type, Size and Feed Style
Plastic, Acrylic, Metal or Wire

(STAND-ALONE MOUNTING KITS FOR OWNER SUPPLIED DISPENSERS ARE AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST)



Mounting Plate 
with gloves box holder, 
heavy duty ABS plastic with 
internal dividers (glove boxes 
are not included)

Available in single, double, 
triple and quadruple. Please 
specify prior to order 
placement.

Item Number: IC227-PM
JSN Number: A5107A

Dimensions: 
10”H x 18.75”W x 5”D (triple)
Weight: 3lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate 
with gloves box holder, 
ABS plastic with internal dividers. 
(glove boxes are not included)

Available in single, double, triple 
and quadruple. Please specify 
prior to order placement.

Item Number: IC226-PM
JSN Number: A5107A

Dimensions: 
10.125”H x 17”W x 4.25”D (triple)
Weight: 3lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate 
with gloves box holder, 
heavy duty acrylic, dual side 
loading. 
(glove boxes are not included)

Available in single, double, triple 
and quadruple. Please specify 
prior to order placement.

Item Number: IC288-PM
JSN Number: A5107A

Dimensions: 
10”W x 18.75”H x 5”D (triple)
Weight: 3lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate 
with heavy duty acrylic gloves 
box holder
(glove boxes are not included)

Available in single, double, 
triple and quadruple. Please 
specify prior to order 
placement.

Item Number: IC287-PM
JSN Number: A5107A

Dimensions: 
10”W x 18.75”H x 5”D (triple)
Weight: 3lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound. 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate 
with plastic coated wire
gloves box holder
(glove boxes are not included)

Available in single, double, triple 
and quadruple. Please specify 
prior to order placement.

Item Number: IC266-PM
JSN Number: A5107A

Dimensions: 
5.75”W x 8.25”H x 3.75”D (single)
Weight: 2lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound. 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



52

PPE Dispensers

Custom Solutions



Mounting Plate 
with bulk dispenser, 
with lid, double bin, heavy duty 
clear acrylic

Double bin with lid holds a 
variety of personal protection 
apparel; including gloves, 
bouffant caps, shoe covers, etc.

Item Number: IC241-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
12.25”W x 11.125”H x 5.75”D
Weight: 4lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate 
with bulk dispenser, 
with lid, ABS plastic and 
clear PETG plastic

Bin with lid holds a box of ear 
loop face masks or booties in 
bulk quantity

Item Number: IC245-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
8.75”W x 5”H x 4.375”D
Weight: 2lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate 
with PPE dispenser, 
small, ABS plastic

Universal small box dispenser 
for shoe cover, cap, 
and other items horizontal top 
feed or vertical side feed 
application

Item Number: IC275-HV-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
13.75”W x 5.75”H x 7”D
Weight: 2lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.

Customer to define mounting preference 
(horizontal or vertical) at time of order.



Mounting Plate 
with PPE dispenser,
large, ABS plastic

Universal large box dispenser 
for shoe cover, cap, and other 
items

Item Number: IC276-HV-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
12.55”W x 10.125”H x 10”D
Weight: 2lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.

Customer to define mounting preference 
(horizontal or vertical) at time of order.



Mounting Plate 
with PPE dispensing cabinet, 
ABS plastic, horizontal top feed 
application, holds 2 boxes of 
gloves, 1 box of face masks and 
1 bottle of hand sanitizer

Item Number: IC271-PM
JSN Number: A5107

Dimensions: 
18.5”W x 11.625”H x 4.5”D
Weight: 6lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.

Customer to define mounting preference 
(horizontal or vertical) at time of order.



Mounting Plate 
with PPE dispensing cabinet, 
ABS and PETG plastic, 
horizontal top feed application, 
holds 3 boxes of gloves, 2 boxes 
of face masks, multi fold towels 
and patient bibs. Taps on both 
sides to hang patient bib clips.

Item Number: IC274-PM
JSN Number: A5107

Dimensions: 
17.625”W x 23.5”H x 5”D
Weight: 7lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.

Customer to define mounting preference 
(horizontal or vertical) at time of order.



Mounting Plate 
with bulk dispenser, 
stainless steel

Single compartment with 
hinged lid holds a variety of 
personal protection apparel; 
including gloves, bouffant caps, 
shoe covers, etc.

Item Number: IC268-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
12.25”W x 11.125”H x 5.75”D
Weight: 4lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate with dispenser,
for disposable barrier sleeves, 
NA acrylic, heavy duty, clear

Holds one box of tray sleeves, 
headrest covers, x-ray sleeves 
or chair sleeves 

Item Number: IC301-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
15.5”W x 9”H x 4.25”D
Weight: 3lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate with universal 
heavy duty acrylic holder
for face mask with ear loops 
dispenser (Face masks are not 
included)

For a complete overview which 
brand items will fit, please see 
next page or visit 
www.PaladinHC.com

Item Number: IC219-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
8.125”W x 4.75”H x 5.625”D
Weight: 3lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



PART NUMBER:

DESCRIPTION: Mounting Plate with universal heavy duty acrylic holder
for face mask with ear loops dispenser (Face masks are not included)

NOTES:

IC219-PM

8.125”W x 5.625”D x 4.75”H (dispenser only)
Heavy Duty Acrylic, Dispenser only, 
incl. Rail Mount Kit. 

FITS THE 
FOLLOWING 
DISPENSERS:

3M: 1800, 1816, 1820, 1826, 1832, 1838, 1860S

Cardinal Health:  AT70021, AT71021, AT771141, AT771211

Halyard: 25867, 25868, 25869, 28797, 28802, 28806, 28808, 28810, 
32856, 37525, 37525, 39117, 41802, 41805, 47080, 47085, 47090, 
47107, 47108, 47117, 47119, 47127, 47295, 47297, 48100, 48105, 
48201, 48215, 48296, 48310, 49214, 49310, 49700, 49701, 59927, 
59928, 59929, 59931, 59936, 59938, 59939, 59940, 62113, 62115, 
62356, 62357, 62362, 62363, 62364, 62367, 62369, V1025, 

McKesson: 91-1000, 91-1200, 91-1400, 91-2002

MediChoice, Primagard/PriMed: 1773ELM001, 41001, 41073, 41092, 
41200, 41201, 41241, 41331, 42000, 42001, 42092, 42121, 42241, 
42320, 42331, 42332, 42421, 44021, 44051, 44241, 44331, 46001

Medline: NON27110, NON27120, NON27120-2, NON27122, 
NON27355, NON27365, NON27374, NON27375, NON27376, 
NON27377, NON27378, NON27385, NON27386, NON27400, 
NON27402, NON27408EL, NON27412, NON27412EL, NON27712EL, 
NON27812EL, NONSH400

Precept Prestige Ameritech/ProGear: 15100, 15101, 15130, 15150, 
15155, 15160, 15200, 15211, 15212, 15230, 15240, 15260, 15300, 
15320, 15420, 15500, 65-3320, 65-3322, FM81000, FM85011

Tidi: 9010, 9020, 9030, 9040



Mounting Plate with universal 
heavy duty acrylic holder
for face mask with face shield 
dispenser (Face masks are not 
included)

For a complete overview which 
brand items will fit, please see 
next page or visit 
www.PaladinHC.com

Item Number: IC-PFM200-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
9.625”W x 8.5”H x 4.625”D
Weight: 3lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



PART NUMBER:

DESCRIPTION: Mounting Plate with universal heavy duty acrylic holder
for face mask with face shield dispenser (Face masks are not included)

NOTES:

IC-PFM200-PM

9.625”W x 4.625”D x 8.5”H (dispenser only)
Heavy Duty Acrylic, Dispenser only, 
incl. Rail mount Kit. 

FITS THE 
FOLLOWING 
DISPENSERS:

3M: 1120/37062, 1832, 1838R, 1870, 1870-N95, 8214, 8514, 9210/37021 

Cardinal Health: AT7505-P,  AT7511-WE, AT51035, AT52005, AT54635, 
AT71035, AT71039, AT72835, AT74535, AT74631, AT74635, AT771145, 
N95-ML, 22EL77

Halyard: 28804, 28809, 28821, 37505, 37510, 41803, 47095, 47137, 
47147, 47148, 47149, 47298, 47500, 48225, 48227, 48228, 48237, 48247, 
48248, 48257, 48298, 49210, 49212, 49230, 59926, 59930, 59937, 62114, 
62116, 62368, 69801 

McKesson: 91-1600, 91-2600

MediChoice, Primagard/PriMed: 41573, 41592, 42073, 42333, 42560, 
42562, 43092, 43573, 44073, 45033, 45073, 46003, 46403, 77701, 77702, 
77703, PG43573

Medline: NON27373A, NON27410, NON27410EL, NON27411, 
NON27411AG, NON27600, NON27600AG, NON27710, NON27710EL, 
NON27810, NON27810EL, NON27361A, NON27382, NON27408, 
NON27712

Precept /Prestige Ameritech/ProGear:  65-3344, 15310, 15330, 15710

Sperian: 091007, 14110452



Mounting Plate with universal 
heavy duty acrylic holder
for cone style face mask 
dispenser (Face masks are not 
included)

For a complete overview which 
brand items will fit, please see 
next page or visit 
www.PaladinHC.com

Item Number: IC-PFM300-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
6.875”W x 7.25”H x 5.625”D
Weight: 3lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



PART NUMBER: IC-PFM300-PM

DESCRIPTION: Mounting Plate with universal heavy duty acrylic holder
for cone style face mask dispenser (Face masks are not included)

NOTES: 6.875”W x 5.625”D x 7.25”H (dispenser only)
Heavy Duty Acrylic, Dispenser only, 
incl. Rail Mount Kit. 

3M: 1800+NL, 1800NL, 1860, 1860S, 8210, 8240, 8246, 8247, 8511, 8576, 
8577

Cardinal Health/ Condor: 22EL78, 22EL79, 22EL80, 22EL81, 4KMX9

Gerson: 061501-CS, 081730, 081735, 081740, 081745, 081750, 081760,
081940

Halyard: 00152, 39123, 46727, 46767, 46827, 46828, 46867, 47200, 47407, 
47700, 47707, 47717, 47817, 62126, 62127, 62354, 62355, 63037, 63149, 
63152

MediChoice, Primagard/PriMed: 4303, 40220

Medline: N7120

Moldex: 1200N95, 1201N95, 1207N95, 1510, 1511, 1512, 1513, 1517,
1712, 2112, 2200N95, 2200N95HV, 2201N95, 2207N95,
2210GN95, 2211GN95, 2212GN95, 2217GN95, 2250,
2300N95, 2301N95, 2307N95, 2350, 2600N95, 2601N95, 2607N95,
2700N95, 2701N95, 2707N95, 2730N100, 2731N100, 2740R95,
2741R95, 2800N95, 2801N95, 2840R95, 2841R95,
2850, 2940R95, 2941R95, 4200, 4201, 4300P95, 4600, 4601,
4700N100, 4800, D2740R95, M2600N95, M2601N95, M2700N95, 
M2701N95, M2707N95, M2740R95, M2741R95, M2800N95, M2801N95, 
M2840R95

Precept, Prestige Ameritech/ProGear: 65-3333, 65-3395, 65-3395S

Sperian: 14110388

FITS THE 
FOLLOWING 
DISPENSERS:



Mounting Plate with
universal heavy duty 
face mask dispenser holder
(Face masks are not included)

For a complete overview which 
brand items will fit, please see 
next page or visit 
www.PaladinHC.com

Item Number: IC-PFP021-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
8.125”W x 7.5”H x 5.625”D
Weight: 3lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



PART NUMBER: IC-PFP021-PM – IC219PM

DESCRIPTION: Mounting Plate with universal heavy duty face mask dispenser holder
(Face masks are not included)

NOTES: 8.125”W x 5.625”D x 7.5”H (dispenser only)
Heavy Duty Acrylic, Dispenser only, 
incl. Rail Mount Kit. 

Cardinal Health: AT7511, AT71021, AT771141, AT771211, AT771212, 
N95-ML

Halyard: 25867, 25868, 25869, 28797, 28806, 28808, 28810, 32856, 37525, 
41802, 41805, 47080, 47085, 47090, 47107, 47108, 47117, 47119, 47127, 
47295, 47297, 48100, 48105, 48201, 48215, 48296, 49214, 49310, 49700, 
49701, 59927, 59928, 59929, 59931, 59936, 59938, 59939, 59940, 62113, 
62115, 62356, 62357, 62362, 62363, 62364

McKesson: 91-1200, 91-2002

MediChoice, Primagard/PriMed: PG41001, PG41092, PG41200, PG41201, 
PG41241, PG41331, PG42092, PG42121, PG42332, 205ELM001

Medline: NONSH400, NON27110, NON27120, NON27120-2, NON27122, 
NON27355, NON27365, NON27374, NON27376, NON27377, NON27378, 
NON27385, NON27402, NON27408EL, NON27412, NON27412EL, 
NON27600, NON27600AG, NON27710, NON27710EL, NON27712EL, 
NON27810, NON27810EL, NON27812EL, 

Precept: 65-3320, 65-3322, 65-3344, 15100, 15101, 15130, 15150, 15155, 
15200, 15211, 15212, 15230, 15240, 15260, 15300, 15310, 15320, 15330, 
15420, 15500, 15710

Prestige Ameritech/ProGear: FM81000, FM82120, FM84210, FM85011 

Sperian: 14110452

Tidi: 9010, 9020, 9030, 9040

FITS THE 
FOLLOWING 
DISPENSERS:



Mounting Plate 
with universal heavy duty acrylic 
face mask holder 
for face mask with ear loops 
dispenser (Face masks are not 
included)

For a complete overview which 
brand items will fit, please see next 
page or visit www.PaladinHC.com

Item Number: IC-PFP022-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
8.125”W x 7.5”H x 5.625”D
Weight: 3lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



PART NUMBER:

DESCRIPTION: Mounting Plate with universal heavy duty acrylic face mask holder 
for face mask with ear loops dispenser (Face masks are not included)

NOTES:

IC-PFP022-PM

8.125”W x 5.625”D x 7.5”H (dispenser only)
Heavy Duty Acrylic, Dispenser only, 
incl. Rail Mount Kit. 

3M: 1832, 1838, 1900, 8214, 8514

Cardinal Health: AT7505-P, AT51035, AT71035, AT72835, AT74535, 
AT752005, AT771145, N95-ML

Halyard: 28800, 28804, 28809, 28820, 28821, 37505, 37510, 41803, 
47137, 47147, 47148, 47298, 47500, 47625, 47650, 48207, 48208, 
48210, 48220, 48225, 48227, 48228, 48237, 48247, 48248, 48257, 
48297, 48298, 48390, 49210, 49212, 49215, 49216, 49230, 49235, 
59926, 59930, 59937, 62114, 62116, 62368

McKesson: 91-1600, 91-2600

MediChoice, Primagard/PriMed: PG42073, PG42092, PG42121, 
PG42332, PG42333, PG43573

Medline: NON27361A, NON27371A, NON27378A, NON27379A, 
NON27382, NON27382FR, NON27408, NON27420, NON27420EL,  
NON27712

Precept: 15212, 15216, 15220, 15310, 15330, 15710, 65-3344

Prestige Ameritech/ProGear: FM81110

FITS THE 
FOLLOWING 
DISPENSERS:



Mounting Plate 
with universal heavy duty acrylic
face mask holder
for face shield dispenser
(Face masks are not included)

For a complete overview which 
brand items will fit, please see next 
page or visit www.PaladinHC.com

Item Number: IC-PFP120-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
9.125”W x 7.5”H x 4. 25”D
Weight: 3lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



PART NUMBER:

DESCRIPTION: Mounting Plate with universal heavy duty acrylic face mask holder
for face shield dispenser (Face masks are not included)

NOTES:

IC-PFP120-PM

9.125”W x 4.25”D x 7.5”H (dispenser only)
Heavy Duty Acrylic, Dispenser only, 
incl. Rail Mount Kit. 

FITS THE 
FOLLOWING 
DISPENSERS:

Halyard:
28804, 28809, 28821, 41803, 47137, 47147, 47148, 47149,
47298, 47500, 48228, 48237, 48247, 48248, 48257, 48298,
59930, 59937, 62114, 62116, 69801

McKesson:
91-1600, 91-2600

MediChoice, Primagard/PriMed: 
PG41573, PG41592, PG45033, PG45073

Medline: 
NON27600, NON27600AG, NON27710, NON27710EL, NON27810, 
NON27810EL

Precept:
65-3344, 15310, 15330, 15710

Prestige Ameritech/ProGear: 
FM82120, FM84210

Sperian:
14110452



Mounting Plate 
with pamphlet display, 
heavy duty acrylic, with wall 
stand offs, bottom of dispenser 
slotted for easy cleaning

Item Number: IC542-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
9.25”W x 15”H x 6.25”D
Weight: 5lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate with dispenser
for surgical masks, heavy duty 
acrylic, with wall stand off, (fits 
Halyard Soft Touch II, #47500)
(Face masks are not included)

Item Number: IC501-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
4”W x 9.25”H x 7.625”D
Weight: 3lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.

Customer to define mounting preference 
(horizontal or vertical) at time of order.



Mounting Plate with dispenser
for bouffant cap or shoe cover, 
heavy duty acrylic, clear, 
Bowman BB-034 (Bouffant caps / 
shoe covers are not included)

Item Number: IC229-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
5.375”W x 8.375”H x 8.25”D
Weight: 3lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.

Customer to define mounting preference 
(horizontal or vertical) at time of order.



Mounting Plate with 4 bins, 
top feed, surgical PPE 
dispenser, heavy duty acrylic, 
fits bulk face masks, shoe 
covers, etc. bottom of 
dispenser slotted for easy 
cleaning

Item Number: IC543-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
23.75”W x 7”H x 5.5”D
Weight: 5lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate
with scrub brush dispenser, 
top feed, heavy duty acrylic, 
bottom of dispenser slotted for 
easy cleaning

Item Number: IC298-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
5.25”W x 11”H x 5.25”D
Weight: 4lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.

Customer to define mounting preference 
(horizontal or vertical) at time of order.



Mounting Plate 
with face mask dispenser, 
top feed, heavy duty acrylic, 
bottom of dispenser slotted for 
easy cleaning, fits 3M Aurora 
Surgical Masks #1860

Item Number: IC533-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
5.5”W x 7”H x 23.75”D
Weight: 3lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.

Customer to define mounting preference 
(horizontal or vertical) at time of order.



Mounting Plate
with face mask dispenser,
top feed, heavy duty acrylic, 
bottom of dispenser slotted for 
easy cleaning, fits 3M Aurora 
Box #1870

Item Number: IC530-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
9 5/8”W x 8.5”H x 3.5”D
Weight: 4lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.

Customer to define mounting preference 
(horizontal or vertical) at time of order.



Mounting Plate
with bouffant cap dispenser, 
top feed, heavy duty acrylic, 
bottom of dispenser slotted for 
easy cleaning, fits Halyard 
#69803

Item Number: IC526-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
11”W x 11”H x 4”D
Weight: 4lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.

Customer to define mounting preference 
(horizontal or vertical) at time of order.
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Sharps Containers

Rail Mounting Solutions
For Every Brand and Model Number



Mounting Plates
for owner provided Sharps 
container, e.g. Sharps-A-Gator
(Container is not included)

Item Number: IC416-P
JSN Number: A5108

Dimensions: 
1.5”H x 8”W x 1”D
Weight: 1lb

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.

** Specific sharps container (and locking box) 
model number(s) must be verified prior to order 
placement 



Universal Mounting Plate
for owner provided Stericycle 
sharps containers, all sizes
(Container is not included)

Item Number: IC317-P
JSN Number: A5108

Dimensions: 
10”W x 11”H x 1”D
Weight: 2lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.

** Specific sharps container (and locking box) 
model number(s) must be verified prior to order 
placement 



Universal Mounting Plate
for owner provided Standard 
Kendall / Covidien Sharps 
container, all sizes
(Container is not included)

Item Number: IC303-P
JSN Number: A5108

Dimensions: 
5”W x 5”H x 1”D
Weight: 1lb

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.

** Specific sharps container (and locking box) 
model number(s) must be verified prior to order 
placement 



Mounting Plate
for owner provided Daniels 
“Sharpsmart” sharps container 
(S14 or S22). 
(Container and Daniel provided 
mounting brackets are not included)

Item Number: 
IC304-P (non-locking)
JSN Number: A5108

Dimensions: 
4”W x 1”D x 3.375”H 
(non locking) Weight: 2lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.

** Specific sharps container (and locking box) 
model number(s) must be verified prior to order 
placement 



Mounting Plate
for owner provided Daniels 
“Sharpsmart” sharps container 
(S14 or S22). 
(Container and Daniel provided 
mounting brackets are not included)

Item Number: 
IC309-P (locking)
JSN Number: A5108

Dimensions: 
7”W x 1”D x 4”H (locking)
Weight: 2lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.

** Specific sharps container (and locking box) 
model number(s) must be verified prior to order 
placement 
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Baskets and Bins

Rail Mounting Solutions
Factory Attached to Accessories – No assembly required



Mounting Plate with medium 
deep wire bin on pull-out glide

Item Number: SM104-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
16.25”W x 10”H x 15.5”D
23.5”D fully extended
Weight: 6lbs
(Bin only)

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate 
with large deep wire bin 
on pull-out glide

Item Number: SM105-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
23”W x 10”H x 15.5”D
23.5”D fully extended
Weight: 6lbs
(Bin only)

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate 
with BP cuff basket,
maximum load 4lbs

Item Number: SM101-PM
JSN Number: M4100-R

Dimensions: 
7”H x 6.75”W x 4”D
Weight: 1lb

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate 
with small wire basket,
maximum load 5lbs

Item Number: SM102-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
10”W x 4.25”H x 7”D
Weight: 3lbs
(Basket only)

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate 
with large wire basket, 
maximum load capacity 5lbs

Item Number: SM103-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
18”W x 4”H x 10”D
Weight: 4lbs
(Basket only)

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate with 
1 bin tilt-out storage container,
white plastic box with clear 
plastic bins

Item Number: SM201-1-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
12”W x 14”H x 14”D
Weight: 3lbs
(Bin only)

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate with
2 bin tilt-out storage container,
white plastic box with clear 
plastic bins 

Item Number: SM201-2-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
24”W x 14”H x 14”D
Weight: 3lbs
(Bins only)

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate with
3 bin tilt-out storage container, 
white plastic box with clear 
plastic bins

Item Number: SM201-3-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
24”W x 9.5”H x 9.5”D
Weight: 3lbs
(Bins only)

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate with
4 bin tilt-out storage container,
white plastic box with clear 
plastic bins 

Item Number: SM201-4-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
23.75”W x 8.25”H x 5.5”D
Weight: 4lbs
(Bins only)

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate with
5 bin tilt-out storage container,
white plastic box with clear 
plastic bins 

Item Number: SM201-5-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
23.75”W x 6.5”H x 4.5”D
Weight: 4lbs
(Bins only)

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.
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Clips, Hooks and Wire Management

Rail Mounting Solutions
Factory Attached to Accessories – No assembly required



Mounting Plate 
with 1 hook hanger
powder coated metal wire hook

Item Numbers: 
SM301-0.75-PM (3/4” hook)
SM301-1.5-PM (1.5” hook)
SM301-2-PM (2” hook)
SM301-4-PM (4” hook)

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
1.5”W x 2.5”H 
x length of hook”D, Weight: 1lb

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate 
with 3 hook hanger,
powder coated metal wire hooks

Item Numbers: 
SM302-0.75-PM (3/4” hook)
SM302-1.5-PM (1.5” hook)
SM302-2-PM (2” hook)
SM302-4-PM (4” hook)

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
12”W x 2.5”H 
x length of hook”D, Weight: 2lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Adapter with cord bundler,
ABS antimicrobial 

Item Number: SM304-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
1.5”W x 3.5”H x 0.75”D
Weight: 0.5lb

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate 
with lead apron hook
for owner provided lead aprons

Item Number: SM303-PM-ROUND

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
1.5”H x 1.5”W x 1.75”D
Weight: 1lb

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate 
with lead apron hook
for owner provided lead aprons

Item Number: SM303-PM-SQUARE

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
1.5”H x 1.5”W x 1.75”D
Weight: 1lb

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate 
with stationary double hook, 
stainless steel, for owner 
provided hangers

Item Number: SM308-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
2.75”H x 2.75”W x 1”D
Weight: 1lb

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate with 
swing / adjustable triple hook,
stainless steel 

Item Number: SM307-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
1.75”H x 3.25”W x 1”D
Weight: 1lb

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate 
with 6 hook coat hanger, 
stainless steel

Item Number: AC138-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
3”H x 17”W x 1.5”D
Weight: 2lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate 
with 3 clip hangers 

Item Number: SM401-PM-3

Requires user defined 
JSN number

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.

Dimensions: 
2.5”H x 9.75”W x 1”D 
Weight: 2lbs



Mounting Plate 
with 6 clip hangers

Item Number: SM401-PM-6

Requires user defined 
JSN number

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.

Dimensions: 
2.5”H x 22”W x 1”D 
Weight: 4lbs



Mounting Plate 
with document holder

Item Number: SM406-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
1.5”H x 13”W x 1”D 
Weight: 2lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate 
with bulky item hanger,
flip up style, holds crutches, walkers, 
patient monitor with carrying 
handle.

Item Number: 
SM212-6-PM (6”)
SM212-12-PM (12 inches)
JSN Number: A5125

Dimensions: 
3.5”W x 6”H x 14”D (SM212-12-PM)
3.5”W x 6”H x 7”D (SM212-6-PM)
Weight: 2lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.
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Shelves and Work Surfaces

Rail Mounting Solutions
Factory Attached to Accessories – No assembly required



Mounting Plate with fixed shelf
with lip edges, metal with 
antimicrobial (AMF) powder coat 
painted finish, includes 0.75” lip on 
3 sides (Monitor not included)

Item Number: 
S201-PM (small)
S203-PM (large)

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
10”W x 8”D (small shelf)
14.5” W x 13.5”D (large shelf)
Weight: 3lbs (small) / 4lbs (large)

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate
with vented shelf,
stainless steel 

Item Number: S205-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
31”W x 10”D 
Weight: 4lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plates 
with heavy duty flip shelf,
scratch resistant food grade high 
density polyethylene. Intended spill 
lip. Up to 100lbs load capacity.
(Item on shelf for illustration 
purposes only. Not included.)

Item Number: 
S241-PM (large shelf)
S242-PM (small shelf)

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
20”W x 13”D (large shelf)
15”W x 10”D (small shelf)
Weight: 4lbs (small) / 5lbs (large)

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.
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Monitor Mounting and Cable Management Tools

Smart Solutions
Workspace Flexibility



GCX101-25-2 Channel to span 
(2) rails at 12-22.5” between rails
GXC101-31-2 channel to span 
(2) rails at 15-28” between rails
Additional lengths available, 
To mount a variety of equipment, 
arms, and management tools. 
Includes (2) pre-installed adapters.

Item Number: 
GCX101-25-2 (25”H x 4”W x 1”D)
Weight 10lbs
GCX101-31-2 (31”H x 4”W x 1”D)
Weight 12lbs

Requires user defined 
JSN number

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



GCX Channel
to span (3) rails at 10-20” 
between rails, but no more than 
35” maximum and 25” minimum 
total between top and bottom 
rail.

Item Number: GCX101-49-3

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
49”H x 4”W x 2”D
Weight: 12lbs

Additional custom length 
available!

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



GCX Channel
for owner provided GCX style 
swing arms, integrates the GCX 
Channel to a single equipment 
rail. GCX hardware factory 
attached to rail mounting 
adapter. Does not include patient 
monitor and swing arm.

Item Number: GCX149

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
5.5”H x 5.5”W x 2”D
Weight: 2lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.

Additional length available



Mounting Plate 
with articulating / tilting 
VESA mount arm, 
75/100mm
(Monitor is not included)

Item Number: DEM163-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
6”H x 3.5”W x 8”D 
Weight: 3lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate 
with Cord Caddy
Cord / hose storage and retrieval 
system

Item Number: 
AC126-PM-2 (double)
AC126-PM-3 (triple)
AC126-PM-4 (quadruple)
AC126-PM-5 (quintuple)
AC126-PM-6 (sextuple)

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
8.5”H x 9”W x 1.5”D (triple)
Weight: 2lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate with the 
“Hold-everything” for 
smartphones and tablets,
user adjustable width to 
accommodate most mobile 
devices, computer accessories, 
hand-held controllers.
Includes one pair of brackets (left 
and right) with factory attached 
adapters

Item Number: AC109-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 6”H x 1.5”D x 3”W
Weight: 1lb

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate with holder
for owner provided pillow 
speaker/nurse call 
(Crest Healthcare and Curbell 
Medical Style) / patient angled 
phone handset (Med-Pat)

Item Number: AC125-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
3”W x 2.5”H x 1.5”D
Weight: 1lb

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate with holder
for owner provided telephone

Item Number: AC110-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
3”W x 4.5”H
Weight: 1lb

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate 
with nurse call cord button holder
for owner provided nurse call.
Shown with SM304 cord bundler 
sold separately.

Item Number: AC185-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
3.25”H x 3”W x 2”D
Weight: 1lb

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Adapter with cord bundler,
with ABS antimicrobial plastic 
adapter, slide action loop and 
clip to secure cords, cables, and 
wires, or to hold stethoscope

Item Number: 
SM304-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
1.5”W x 3.5”H x 0.75”D
Weight: 0.5lb

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate with cable / gas 
hose management adapter, 
forward or backwards facing 
for owner provided cables and 
gas hoses for secure and orderly 
management. Powder coated 
antimicrobial finish (AMF)

Item Number: 
SM311-PM – forward facing
SM311-PM – backward facing

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
1.5”W x 1.25”D x 3.5”H
Weight: 1lb

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting plate with cord cleat
Easy management of owner 
provided cords and cables

Item Number: SM306-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
8.25”W x 1”D x 1.5”H
Weight: 1lb

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.
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Vacuum and Medical Gas



Mounting Plate 
with medical-gas block
with 2 x 1/8” NPT male front 
outlets. Air and oxygen blocks 
come with an additional 90 
degrees DISS center outlet check 
valve. Vacuum block does not 
include center check valve.

Item Numbers: 
GBA101 (Air)
GBO101 (Oxygen)
GBV101 (Vacuum)
Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 4”W x 3”H x 3.5”D
Weight: 3lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.

Flow meters and vacuum regulators 
are not included



Mounting Plate 
with medical gas block
with 2 x DISS front check valves. 
Air and oxygen blocks come with 
an additional 90 degrees DISS 
center outlet check valve. 
Vacuum block does not include 
center check valve.

Item Numbers: 
GBA102 (Air)
GBO102 (Oxygen)
GBV102 (Vacuum)
Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 4”W x 3”H x 3.5”D
Weight: 3lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.

Flow meters and vacuum regulators 
are not included



Mounting Plate 
with medical gas block
with 2 x female quick connect front 
outlets. Available with Ohio, 
Chemetron, Oxyquip and Schraeder
fittings. Air and oxygen blocks come 
with an additional 90 degrees DISS 
center outlet check valve. Vacuum 
block does not include center check 
valve. 

Item Numbers: 
GBA103 (Air)
GBO103 (Oxygen)
GBV103 (Vacuum)
Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 4”W x 3”H x 3.5”D
Weight: 3lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.

Flow meters and vacuum regulators 
are not included



Mounting Plate 
with medical gas block
with 1 x 1/8” NPT male fitting front 
outlet, 1 x female quick connect front 
outlet. Available with Ohio, 
Chemetron, Oxyquip and Schraeder
fittings. Air and oxygen blocks come 
with an additional 90 degrees DISS 
center outlet check valve. Vacuum 
block does not include center check 
valve.

Item Numbers: 
GBA104 (Air)
GBO104 (Oxygen)
GBV104 (Vacuum)
Requires user defined JSN number

Dimensions: 4”W x 3”H x 3.5”D
Weight: 3lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.

Flow meters and vacuum regulators 
are not included



Mounting Plate 
with wall outlet splitter block
DISS or Quick connect to 2 DISS 
check valves. Available with DISS 
Ohio, Chemetron, Oxyquip and 
Schraeder fittings.

Item Numbers: 
SBA201 (Air)
SBO201 (Oxygen)
SBV201 (Vacuum)
Requires user defined JSN number

Dimensions: 
3”W x 2”H x 1.5”D
Weight: 2lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.

Flow meters and vacuum regulators 
are not included



Mounting Plate 
with universal Blender slide,
for any brand of owner provided 
blender, Bracket slide with 
antimicrobial powder coat finish
(Blender not included)

Item Numbers: AC104
Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
2”W x 1”D x 3”H
Weight: 1lb

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.

Blender is not included



Mounting Plate with double 
ventilator manifold with DISS 
outlets: 2 Air and 2 Oxygen
Integrated blender mount is 
standard. Blender is not included.
Available with OHIO, Chemetron, 
Quick Connect or Puritan Bennet 
Type Fittings

Item Numbers: VM201
Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
13”W x 3.5”H x 2.5”D
Weight: 4lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate with FERNO multi 
manager gas block with multiple 
gas flow regulators (8)
Primarily use for mass casualty, 
carts and free-standing tripod

Item Numbers: GBO115
Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
18”W x 5”H x 7.5”D
Weight: 4lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate with FERNO 
mini manager compact gas 
block with multiple gas flow 
regulators (5)
Primarily use for mass casualty, 
carts and free-standing tripod

Item Numbers: GBO116
Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
8”H x 6.5”W x 5”D
Weight: 3lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate 
with FERNO micro manager 
5-way DISS oxygen gas block,
primarily use for mass casualty, 
carts and free-standing tripod

Item Numbers: GBO114
Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
7”W x 3”H x 2.5”D
Weight: 3lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting plate 
with vacuum bottle slide, 
anti-microbial ABS with anti 
microbial adapter.
Vacuum botte is not included.

Item Numbers: AC101-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions:
2.125”W x 1”D x 4.125”H
Weight: 0.5lb

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting plate 
with wire metal oxygen cylinder 
mount for D or E tank cylinders,
does not include cylinder.

Item Numbers: HTO101-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions:
16”H x 5.5”W x 5.5”D
Weight: 2lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate 
for LCSU 4 Laerdal suction pump

Item Numbers: 
AC163-P (Plate only)
AC163-PM (Plate & suction pump)

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions:
1.5”W x 8”H x 1”D (Plate only)
7”W x 9”H x 8”D (Plate & suction pump)
Weight: 1lb (Plate only)
8lbs (Plate & suction pump)

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate
for FERNO oxygen station 
#T70710-N with 2 oxygen tanks or 
without tanks (please specify at time 
of order), backwall drilled for Paladin 
adapter mounting

Item Numbers: 
FN508-P (Plate only)
FN508-PM (Plate & Oxygen Station)

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions:
18”W x 34.5”H x 10”D (Oxygen Station)
Weight: 3lbs (Plate only)

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.
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IV, Lighting and other



Rail Mounting Kit with IV swing-arm 
holder and 4-hook IV bag hanger,
infusion pump mounting swing arm 
for attachment of infusion pump 
and other pole-mount devices. 
Includes adjustable telescoping IV 
pole with 4 bag hanger. Does not 
include GCX channel.

Item Numbers: IM301-K

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions:
37”D x 5”H x 2”W
Weight: 12lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Rail Mounting Kit 
with IV Pole dual rail solution,
4” offset from rail, consists of 2x rail 
mount IV pole holder and 1x IV pole

Item Numbers: IM200-K-4-3L

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions:
4”D x 36”H pole and 20” extension
Weight: 10lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate 
with universal pole mount 
for any device with a C-clamp pole 
mount. Pre-fabricated to include 
hardware and rail mounting 
adapter.  Complete as shown. 
Available with custom stand-off 
depth (greater or fewer than 5”) as 
defined by customer.

Item Numbers: IM401-PM-3-4

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
1”D x 4”H on 5” AMF post
Weight: 2lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate 
with Waldmann LED flex arm light mount
for owner provided Waldmann light (shown)
Anti-microbial powder coat painted finish 
(AMF) machined metal post with integrated 
Allen screw to secure light post. Available 
complete with Waldmann light for turn-key 
installation please call our office for details.

Item Numbers: 
LM101-PM
LM102-PM GCX Channel Mount Kit

Requires user defined JSN number

Dimensions: 
2.5”H x 3”D x 1.5”W – LM101-PM
3”H x 3”D x 2.5”W – LM102-PM
Weight: 2lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.
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Miscellaneous Accessories



Tool Set, Hex Driver Bit Set
for installation and maintenance 
of Paladin Healthcare Rail Adapters

Item Numbers: Tool Set

Requires user defined 
JSN number

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate 
with 4-tiers Medical Chart Holder
acrylic, opaque front face, 
HIPAA compatible

Item Numbers: 
AC173-4-PM-HIPAA (4-tiers)

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
9.5”W x 21.625”H x 3.5”D
Weight: 6lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.

Photo shows 3-tiers chart holder for reference



Mounting Plate 
with 3-tiers Medical Chart Holder
acrylic, opaque front face, 
HIPAA compatible

Item Numbers: 
AC173-3-PM-HIPAA (3-tiers)

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
9.5”W x 19.5”H x 3.5”D 
Weight: 5lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate 
with 2-tiers Medical Chart Holder
acrylic, opaque front face, 
HIPAA compatible

Item Numbers: 
AC173-2-PM-HIPAA (2-tiers) 

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
9.5”W x 14”H x 3.5”D
Weight: 5lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.

Photo shows 3-tiers chart holder for reference



Mounting Plate 
with 1-tier Medical Chart Holder
acrylic, opaque front face, 
HIPAA compatible

Item Numbers: 
AC173-1-PM-HIPAA (1-tier)

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
9.5”W x 10”H x 3.5”D
Weight: 5lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.

Photo shows 3-tiers chart holder for reference



Mounting Plate with 4-tier
Medical Chart Holder clear front / 
Magazine Rack vertical, acrylic

Item Numbers: 
AC173-4-PM (4-tiers)

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
9.5”W x 21.625”H x 3.5”D
Weight: 6lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.

Photo shows 3-tiers chart holder for reference



Mounting Plate with 3-tier
Medical Chart Holder clear front / 
Magazine Rack vertical, acrylic

Item Numbers: 
AC173-3-PM (3-tiers)

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
9.5”W x 19.5”H x 3.5”D 
Weight: 5lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate with 2-tier
Medical Chart Holder clear front / 
Magazine Rack vertical, acrylic

Item Numbers: 
AC173-2-PM (2-tiers) 

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
9.5”W x 14”H x 3.5”D
Weight: 5lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.

Photo shows 3-tiers chart holder for reference



Mounting Plate with 1-tier
Medical Chart Holder clear front / 
Magazine Rack vertical, acrylic

Item Numbers: 
AC173-1-PM (1-tiers) 

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
9.5”W x 10”H x 3.5”D
Weight: 4lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.

Photo shows 3-tiers chart holder for reference



Mounting Plate 
with 4-tiers Medical Chart Holder, 
HIPAA compatible, vertical,
available in clear front as well

Item Numbers: 
AC174-4-PM-HIPAA (4-tiers)

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
12.5”W x 19.5”H x 3.5”D 
Weight: 6lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.

Photo shows 3-tiers chart holder for reference



Mounting Plate 
with 3-tiers Medical Chart Holder, 
HIPAA compatible, vertical,
available in clear front as well

Item Numbers: 
AC174-3-PM-HIPAA (3-tiers)

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
12.5”W x 15.75”H x 3.5”D 
Weight: 5lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate 
with 2-tier Medical Chart Holder, 
HIPAA compatible, vertical,
available in clear front as well

Item Numbers: 
AC174-2-PM-HIPAA (2-tiers) 

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
12.5”W x 12.375”H x 3.5”D
Weight: 5lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.

Photo shows 3-tiers chart holder for reference



Mounting Plate 
with low cost, heavy duty 
acrylic marker board,
insert is not included

Item Numbers: 
AC159-PM-17.1x14.2 (large)
AC159-PM-8.5x14.2 (small)

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
17”D x 14.2”L x 2”D (large)
8.5”W x 14.2”L x 2”D (small)
Weight: 5lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate with 
VU Ease Patient Information Board,
the information boards are built with 
high-quality tempered glass and include 
a limited lifetime warranty.
Insert not included.

Item Numbers: 
AC149-PM-14.75x12 (small)
AC149-PM-16x26 (medium)
AC149-PM-17.75x15 (large)

Requires user defined JSN number

Dimensions: 
14.75”W x 12”L x 2”D (small)
16”W x 26”L x 2”D (medium)
17.75”W x 15”L x 2”D (large)
Weight: 6lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate 
with contemporary style mirror

Item Numbers: AC148-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
17.75”W x 13.5”L x 2”D
Weight: 4lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate with 12qt small 
Rubbermaid waste basket, 
available in white and beige

Item Numbers: AC106-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
6”W x 7”H x 1”D
Weight: 2lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate 
with TIDI PPE cabinet

Item Numbers: IC519-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
8”W x 1”D x 6”H
Weight: 3lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate 
with dual lock, single door, 
narcotic box, 20-gauge steel, 
beige

Item Numbers: SM210-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
8 ¾”W x 7 ¼”H x 6”D
Weight: 4lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate 
for owner provided Emesis 
bag dispenser.

Item Numbers: IC319-P

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions:
1.5”W x 1”D x 4.25”H
Weight: 1lb

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate 
for owner provided 
CareFusion Razor mount

Item Numbers: A112-P

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions:
2.5”H x 1.5”W x 1”D
Weight: 1lb

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate with cup
for pens, pencils, tongue 
depressors, etc.
white powder coated

Item Numbers: 
DEM157-PM (small)
DEM160-PM (large)

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions:
4 ¾”H x 5 3/8”D (small)
4 ¾”H x 7 1/8”D (large)
Weight: 1.5lb

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate with
catheter container mount
and internal dividers

Item Numbers: SM206-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
6”W x 4”D x 18”L
Weight: 3lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate with
Tripp Lite hospital grade 
4 outlet power strip

Item Numbers: 
DEM130-P (Plate only)
DEM130-PM-2 (2ft cord)
DEM130-PM-6 (6ft cord)
DEM130-PM-10 (10ft cord)
DEM130-PM-15 (15 ft cord)

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
9”H x 2.5”W x 1”D (plate only)
Weight: 1lb

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate 
with FERNO Safe Pac Holder for owner 
provided FERNO bags. Available in 3 
different colors: red, white and blue

Item Numbers: 
SM501-PM
PR-FN504B (medium bag)
PR-FN504R (large bag) 

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
11”H x 13”W x 1”D (plate only)
13”H x 18”W x 9”D (small bag)
19”H x 18”W x 9”D (large bag)
Weight: 2lbs (plate only)
5lbs (small bag), 6lbs (large bag)

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate with 
FERNO pouch mounting plate, 
including wall stand off 
for owner provided micro, 
small and large FERNO supply 
pouches

Item Numbers: FN101-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
16”W x 18”H x 2.5”D
Weight: 6lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



FERNO 
Inventory Supply Pouch

Item Numbers:
PR-FN-502 (small pouch)
PR-FN-501 (large pouch)

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
4.5”H x 8”W x 2.5”D (small)
10”H x 8”W x 2.5”D (large)
Weight: 2lbs

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com

www.PaladinHC.comp

Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



Mounting Plate with
FERNO inventory supply 
pouch plate
This plate is for every size of 
FERNO pouch

Item Numbers: FN-502-PM

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
8”W x 4”H x 1.5”D
Weight: 1lb

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@PaladinHC.com
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Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.



FERNO large wall mounted wall 
cabinet, available in red, white 
or blue

Item Numbers: FN-503

Requires user defined 
JSN number

Dimensions: 
13”H x 24”W x 13”D (small)
13”H x 36”W x 13”D (medium)
13”H x 47”W x 13”D (large)

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Office (407) 614-8781 
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Item Description:

• Mounts to “EVOLUTION,” Fairfield-style Medical Equipment Management Rail using a 
snap action adapter with positive snap attachment lock feature.

• Integrated Allen screws provide the ability to lock the adapter in place on rail. 
• Standard adapters are plastic with embedded anti-microbial compound.
• Adapter Plates are aluminum with an anti-microbial powder coat painted finish (AMF). 
• Some accessories which require heavy-duty capacity will be provided with extruded 

aluminum adapter(s) and/or wall stand offs for added strength.
• Some plates have multiple holes to attach future products from different vendors 

without the need to purchase new plates each time.
• Some plates allowing adaptability to user demand, new codes or new vendor products 

without going to the wall and adjusting the rail itself.
• Alternate mounting kits available for other manufacturer’s devices. Please contact 

your Sales Representative.
• Accessories now available for Modular, Hill-Rom/Wittrock and AMICO Style Rails.
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Mobile Treatment and Transport Systems

Applications for Surge Alternate Care Sites
and Mass Casualty



PART NUMBER:

DESCRIPTION: METS 1: 
Mobile Equipment Transportation System

IM601 (Requires user defined JSN number)

NOTES: Bed mountable equipment transport solution to facilitate patient 
monitoring and infection control right at the bed during patient 
transportation or for temporary hallway use.



PART NUMBER:

DESCRIPTION: METS 2: 
Mobile Equipment Transportation System

IM501 (Requires user defined JSN number)

NOTES: • Patient transport cart which docks to a patient bed or stretcher to manage 
and organize equipment during patient transport

• Includes (2) infusion poles and (5) EVOLUTION equipment rails
• Supports medical delivery, patient monitoring, supply, and infection 

control tools
• Stable weighted base that is powder-coated in an anti-microbial finish
• Heavy-duty rubberized non-skid casters, 2 of which are lockable
• (20) Linear Feet of usable equipment rail space for custom location of all 

accessories based on immediate need
• Adjustable transport docking device will adapt to uneven surfaces or 

emergency Trendelenburg positioning



PART NUMBER:

DESCRIPTION: F.T.S.  
Flexible Treatment Station

MC101 (Requires user defined JSN number)

NOTES: • Manage all clinical and support equipment in forward triage or hallway 
overflow conditions

• Use as a flu screening cart in the ED waiting areas to alleviate throughput
• Able to supply locking drawers and a variety of work surfaces and file 

organizers for admission forms, etc. 
• Stable weighted base that is powder-coated in an anti-microbial finish
• Heavy-duty rubberized non-skid casters, 2 of which are lockable
• (20) Linear Feet of usable equipment rail space for custom location of all 

accessories based on immediate need
• Adjustable transport docking device will adapt to uneven surfaces or 

emergency Trendelenburg positioning
• Includes (2) infusion poles and (5) EVOLUTION equipment rails
• 26”W x 26”D x 60”H (without IV pole) – 77”H with max IV pole 



PART NUMBER:

DESCRIPTION:

NOTES:

MC102 (Requires user defined JSN number)

Mass Casualty Rapid Deployment 
Equipment Management System

Portable and easily stored Equipment Management System for rapid 
deployment in any situation. Application on rough terrain is 
accommodated through use of heavy duty Tri-Pod Stand which will 
“self level”.

• Includes (2) tri-pods with (2) carrying cases (2) 4ft rails with rail 
joiner in canvas pouch

• Sturdy and stable
• Pre-Hospital or In-Hospital
• Perfect for MCI Tent Applications
• Can be stored in a closet, MCI Trailer or heavy rescue type vehicle
• Delivers Med Gas, mounts PPE and monitoring devices on rail and 

off the floor
• Complete Integration with FERNO Intraxx components



We are challenged with 
providing APPROPRIATE 
critical care environments in 
nontraditional spaces. 
Paladin Healthcare LLC can 
deliver total solutions for 
fixed and mobile conditions, 
with a VERY short installation 
time. Self-contained high-
volume oxygen systems, 
battery powered suction 
devices and all aspects of PPE 
managed in small footprint 
mobile or rail mounted 
systems.

Visit our COIVID-19 SURGE 
page on our web site 
www.paladinhc.com for 
more information.

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@paladinhc.com

www.paladinhc.com

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

DUNS NUMBER: 036980486
CAGE CODE: 75YN6

Critical Care Anywhere
Quickly Aonvert Alternate Sare Sites
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Medical Gas Headwall Systems



PART NUMBER:

DESCRIPTION: REVOLUTION Horizontal Headwall Unit

HWH-006 / HWH-008 / HWH-009 (Requires user defined JSN number)

184

NOTES: • Available in 6’, 8’, and 9’ lengths, or customized to project specs
• Customizable Gas and Electrical outlet type and placement
• (2) layers of integrated “Evolution” Fairfield-style equipment rail
• Single-point connection feed manifold
• Option for integrated lighting, up and/or down
• Optional RAL paint finishes available for face panels
• Any color Wilsonart laminate inlay standard for rails.  Alternate 

manufacturers available.
• Fully integrates with Marlite wall protection system



PART NUMBER:

DESCRIPTION: HALO Vertical Headwall Unit

HWV-HALO different models available (Requires user defined JSN number)

NOTES: • Vertical headwall unit that can be used alone as a headboard for a single 
bed or for use with two beds

• Ergonomic gas and electrical services to promote clinical excellence
• Single-point connection manifold. Only 3 brazing connections.
• Customizable width and services placement available
• Standard bundled solution includes (6) 72” “Evolution” equipment rails
• Any color Wilsonart laminate inlay standard for rails.  Alternate 

manufacturers available.
• Face panel customizable in Marlite FRP finishes
• Fully integrates with Marlite wall protection system



PART NUMBER:

DESCRIPTION: Revolution V Headwall Unit

HWV020 (different models available) (Requires user defined JSN number)

186

NOTES: • Vertical Headwall Unit
• Customizable width and service placement
• Customizable Gas and Electrical outlet type and placement
• Integrated “Evolution” Fairfield-style equipment rail
• Single-point connection feed manifold
• Any color Wilsonart laminate inlay standard for rails.  Alternate 

manufacturers available.



EQUIPMENT MANAGEMENT

 Compatible with large 
scale equipment 
management tools from 
GCX, Human Scale, 
Ergotron, and many 
others

 Make changes without 
moving patients.  No lost 
patient stay revenue.

 Complete new product 
changes in days instead 
of weeks or months.

 Proprietary embedded 
anti-microbial technology 
in our plastic adapters 
and powder coated 
items.

SOLUTION:
Create and support a highly 
functional clinical environment 
now and make changes for 
decades to come without lost 
patient room revenue.

The “Evolution” Medical 
Equipment Management Rail 
System provides for nearly 
unlimited reconfiguration of 
equipment and accessories. 
Simply unlock the adapter and 
items snap-on and snap-off at 
will.

Easily make any necessary 
changes while the patient is in 
the room and without 
compromising their safety or 
comfort.

CHALLENGE:
Mounting equipment 
directly to the wall is a 
costly proposition when 
changes need to be 
made. 

The inevitable changes  
damage finishes and 
furnishings that often 
cannot be repaired—
Corian, wall covering, 
laminate, veneer, etc.

Corian

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@paladinhc.com

www.paladinhc.com

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787



Transform 40 years old ED Bays 
with “minimal” effort and down time

CHALLENGE:
 Hidden and 

Mismanaged Supplies

 Wasted Inventory

 Cluttered Floor Space

 Inflexible Wall-
mounted Equipment 

 Difficult to clean

When every second 
counts, it’s critical to 
have what you need, 
where you need it, when 
you need it.

SOLUTION:
The “Evolution” 
equipment rail system

 Par level inventory 
that’s quickly visible 
and easy to access

 Clear floor space 
that’s easy to clean

 Equipment and 
supplies that can be 
moved at will for 
optimum workflow, 
without facility 
damage

BEFORE

AFTER

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@paladinhc.com

www.paladinhc.com



OPTIMIZE YOUR PATIENT CARE ENVIRONMENT

 Create user defined 
space now and for 
decades of changes to 
come

 Attach and move clinical 
tools including monitors 
and computer 
equipment without 
damage to the walls

 Multiply and change 
locations of medical 
gasses

 Support LEAN initiatives 
and manage inventory 
control

 Clear floor space at the 
bedside with IV pole 
management

SOLUTION:

Utilizing the “Evolution” 
Medical Equipment 
Management Rail System 
empowers the Clinical Staff to 
easily adapt and make 
changes to items normally 
fixed in place. They can create 
and define an optimum 
working environment without 
additional construction.

Furthermore, a neat, organized 
environment creates a positive 
impression on the patient’s 
and family’s perception of 
care. 

Optimized patient care is a 
win-win-win for user teams, 
patients, and administration.

CHALLENGE:
The day after open 
house, medical facilities 
are besieged with clinical 
operations realities.  
Often times the critical 
management tools were 
“Value Engineered” out 
of the project, leaving the 
staff to work around and 
“deal with” what’s in 
place. They have no 
means to define and 
manage the space and 
equipment they need.

940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1 

Oakland, FL 34787

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@paladinhc.com

www.paladinhc.com



LEAN PROCESS IMPROVEMENT 
AND LOWER PAR LEVEL INVENTORY COSTS

 Clips, Hooks, Bins, and 
Baskets of varying sizes 
and multi-use purposes

 Clear bins for quick 
visual identification of 
stock for supplies

 Embedded anti-
microbial agents in all 
plastic adapters and 
powder coat painted 
finish

 Snap-on, snap-off 
features for easy 
relocation and 
reorganization of 
supplies

 Flexible, Adaptable, 
Expandable for 
additional 
organizational 
accessories as needed

SOLUTION:
Implementing the “Evolution” 
Medical Equipment 
Management Rail and 
Accessories System improves 
cost and work-flow efficiencies 
and infection control.  It reduces 
the risks of cross-contamination, 
the acquisition of HAI’s, the 
wasted expense of expired and 
unused materials, and wasted 
time.

LEAN supply inventory 
management at the bedside 
provides clinicians with:
WHAT THEY NEED
WHEN THEY NEED IT 
WHERE THEY NEED IT
IN QUANTITIES THEY NEED
Permanently reduce waste from 
over purchasing and from items 
that cannot be restocked into 
Clean Supply.

CHALLENGE:
Digging for supplies with 
gloved hands breeds 
issues of:  
 Cross-contamination
 Hospital Acquired 

Infections
 Wasted time

Inventory systems are 
plagued by “First-In, Last-
Out” syndrome.  Unused 
materials become expired 
or cannot be restocked 
into Clean Supply creating 
wasted inventory costs.

Office (407) 614-8781 

info@paladinhc.com
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HANDWASHING, HAI’s
AND REIMBURSEMENT

CHALLENGE:
How can we ensure that 
we design and build the 
best possible solution for 
our clinical team partners?  

Is this the best we can do?

Or this?
SOLUTION:

Place all hand washing 
compliance and infection 
control accessories on the rail.

Studied and published by the 
Center for Health Design in 
2012: the evidence based 
recommendation is to create a 
standard directional flow with 
easy access to sink and hand 
washing accessories at the room 
entry by “...placing the hand 
washing accessories on an 
equipment rail allows 
adjustment in the system 
without creating damage to the 
wall and potential home for 
pathogens.”

Of course not! 
Yet it’s the standard of 
practice.
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TRUE TERMINAL CLEANING 
AND INFECTION CONTROL

CHALLENGE:

The dangers of 
contagious infectious 
disease are very costly 
problems that can have 
deadly results. With or 
without a rail system, if 
the walls are not 
stripped bare of all their 
elements, infectious 
diseases have places to 
hide. This method is 
unacceptable.

SOLUTION:

Experts agree that the 
best Terminal Cleaning 
Solution requires bare 
walls, and free access 
to all surfaces.

True Terminal Cleaning is only possible with the ability to remove 
ALL equipment and materials from the walls without leaving holes 
in the walls, without cleaning around wall mounted items, without 
leaving places for infection to hide.

If you can not remove it, you can not clean it!

True Terminal Cleaning looks like this.
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Complete Design Services, 
including AutoCAD, REVIT / BIM 

and 3D Renderings!

Call or email us today, 
so we can take care of your new project!

www.paladinhc.com
Phone: 407 – 614 8781  - Email: info@PaladinHC.com



940 W. Oakland Ave, Suite A1
Oakland, FL  34787

(407) 614-8781 ph | (407) 641-8782 fax
www.paladinhc.com | info@paladinhc.com

IF YOU NEED IT – WE CAN DO IT!

www.PaladinHC.com

Scrub Sinks

General Infection 
Control

Operating Rooms

Ambulatory Care

Mass Casualty / 
Surge Population 

Management

Forward Triage Cart

Emergency 
Department

ICU

Patient Room

NICU

Physician / 
Clinic Exam Room

Pre and Post Op


